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Abstract 
 

the successful solutions used to manage traffic at intersections is the Vehicular ad hoc Network (VANET). The main problems in VANET 

are the preparation of the blocked route, repeated topology differences, and continuous vehicle movement. These problems are difficult to 

route data towards destinations. To work around this problem, use the Position-Based Routing Protocol (MDORA) name. One of the 

objectives of this protocol is to choose the best way to rely on the jump by the jump and on the footing of the farthest dis-tance of the 

interface from the source, thus ensuring the full transfer of data. This protocol reduces frequent connections by detecting the following 

packets and sending packets without first discovering the path. The environment is simulated by the Matlab program to show protocol 

results. The random distribution of nodes generation in the simulation environment has been changed in order to change con-tract locations 

compared to the first state of simulation and to show new result in second state of the protocol. as well The time unit value is also changed 

to reach the ratio of the number of dropped packets. 
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1. Introduction 

With the improvement Internet of things (IoTs), VANETs have 

been viewed as a vital subject for research in the territory of IoTs 

[1]. IoTs highlight drivers about terrible and unsafe street condi-

tions, for example, climatic conditions, faults, work areas, and cri-

ses to enhance street security and traffic management and provide 

some benefits to covered administrations while street [2]. Forensic 

data transfer needs an appropriate routing system. Routing requires 

accurate and refreshed data on transportability (eg, number of vehi-

cles abroad, directions and speeds). The accumulation of corre-

spondence, especially (V2I), is compounded by vehicle (V2V) in-

frastructure [3]. These data transmission methods warn drivers 

when the accident occurs at the right time before reaching the scene. 

However, the connection to the VANT network can not be directly 

connected as a result of a few non-transferable high points, such as 

large diversity, blocked streets, topology visits, bio storage, link ar-

rangement, Is a noteworthy test in data guidance [4]. To response 

all the mentioned requirements of communications, an efficient 

protocol for routing is necessary to guide profits between car con-

nections. Therefore, vehicle protocols were proposed for routing 

protocols [5], [6]. Routing protocols often rely on the ideal (short) 

path with fewer leaps. For V2V, great implementation through a 

site where you do not need to set up training sessions between the 

source and the target, which can not be set up, and which makes 

dynamic changes in VANET routing offerings [7], [8]. In addition, 

in contrast to different types of guidance agreements, these conven-

tions promote adaptive systems to reduce the overhead burden of 

control messages. [9] Finally, they are necessary because they de-

termine vehicle locations along their lengths and widths through the 

application of GPS. [10] Therefore, the best solution to this work is 

the use of site-based routing protocols. Some agreements have had 

problems with the axis of conflict [11]. Chapter is the main factor 

that is assumed to be an indispensable part of the stability of the 

routing options in the wireless VANET network and to find the next 

transmission hub to send packets. However, they are not sufficient 

for productive guidance and need to include different factors, for 

example, location, speed, density and direction [7]. Is still facing 

problems when combining these factors with each other, and these 

difficulties are addressed through this work * where it combines the 

factors of location and speed in one new factor called the period of 

communication. Therefore, the direction, speed and contact factor 

are taken into account to choose the direction. Thus, this article in 

a new site is directed to find a full path. In the present case, routing 

protocol (MDORA) is supported by addressing current problems. 

Includes a pair of stages for routing data in this protocol, discovery, 

and establishment of routing and data transmission phases [12]. 

2. Literature review  

Vehicular ad hoc network is a branch of a network (MANET) mo-

bile ad hoc network that is used in vehicles through remote control 

systems [13]. Steering conventions have been broadly talked about 

in the writing in regards to mobile ad hoc network, It was initially 

created for irregular topology and stationary velocities, for example, 

the arbitrary waypoint demonstrate. Be that as it may, vehicles for 

the most part hold fast to predicable courses and on street paths, 

which enables them to movement at to a great degree high speeds. 

In like manner, mobile ad hoc network routing protocols are not 

suitable for routing data in vehicular ad hoc network. Along these 

lines, vehicular ad hoc network need a new kinds from steering con-

ventions. Vehicular ad hoc network directing conventions are 
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grouped for position based, topology-based, multicast based, broad-

cast based, then geocast based routing protocols. The following 

work deals with position-based routing protocol. 

2.1. Position-based routing protocol 

In this protocol, the area of each vehicle and neighboring vehicles 

for the sender are intended on situating gadgets, for example, GPS. 

Such conventions don't have to keep up directing tables or offer data 

identified with substantial system joins with their neighboring hubs. 

Directing choices are made using the data acquired from a GPS 

gadget. The best implementation is shown by these driving agree-

ments, where the stage of establishing the source and destination 

vehicles path is removed. Examples on this type (GPSR) Greedy 

perimeter stateless routing is present in [6], it is a type of position 

based routing protocol intended deal with portable situations. Gen-

erally, attractive execution results can be gotten by GPSR in situa-

tions where hubs are consistently disseminated, for example, road-

ways. There are two modes associated with the steering procedure: 

(1) the mode of perimeter (2) the mode of greediness. The require-

ments of urban conditions have not been met by the GPSR. Right 

off the bat, disappointment of ravenous sending is seen in the event 

of snags as immediate correspondence between hubs isn't conceiv-

able. Also, if the insatiable sending system will not act, Greedy pe-

rimeter stateless routing switches into confront directing (recaptur-

ing situation) that no neighbor is nearer to the goal found by the hub 

than itself amid ravenous sending. A stretched out course is selected 

to achieve a goal by the shape of the face directing that bundle mis-

fortunes, defer timing as well as jump check expanded. This paper 

introduces the MDORA calculation to address the previously men-

tioned issues inborn in VANET steering conventions [12]. The cu-

riosity of this work lies in its special outline in view of communi-

cation lifetime, direction ,and distance in the optimal forwarding 

route to select the optimal next hop node ,and the protocol MDORA 

depending on hop by hop ,It calculates the best route with the min-

imum number of hops at maximum distance to minimize overhead. 

3. Maximum distance on-demand routing pro-

tocol 

3.1. Presumption 

This framework symbol, simplifies network nodes in a suggested 

town which it is very close to the real environment. The framework 

gauges a succession of crossing points main node that is directed 

towards goal node. among crossing points , the portions have 2 di-

rections that vehicles are transporting the other way. What's more, 

it is consider that every vehicle in the system effectively gets its 

precise position and also its speed and course with the assistance of 

continuous GPS data. In addition, with a specific end goal to settle 

on a steering choice, the source vehicle should know about the 

goal's constant land area. The area administration, for example, cit-

yscale remote sensor systems makes it conceivable. The steering 

calculation expects that amid bundle transmission each vehicle 

takes after a consistent development design. 

3.2. Details protocol mdora 

The maximum distance on-demand routing protocol intended to ve-

hicular ad hoc network this creates paths among nodes. The data is 

routed between the vehicles according to the availability of infor-

mation about the vehicle's maximum connection time, the distance 

between the vehicles, and information about the location of the des-

tination vehicle. This information is obtained from the traffic until 

the appropriate route for routing the data is selected. Figure 1 

demonstrates (the flow chart of maximum distance on-demand rout-

ing protocol) [12], This algorithm passes 2 stages: Detection and 

path creation stage, Data transfer stage [12].  

 
Fig. 1: Flow Chart Maximum Distance on-Demand Routing Protocol. 

3.2.1. Detection and path creation stage 

This stage begins when the hello messages from source vehicle are 

transmitted to all neighboring vehicles within the (RC) communi-

cation range. hello messages contain a number of information about 

the source vehicle, Message type (hello ,response ,data),(S_ID) the 

source vehicle Identifier ,(M_ID) the message Identifier ,(S_Dir) 

the source vehicle direction, (S_Add) the source vehicle address, 

and (Timestamp) request or response time. the figure.2 shows the 

hello message, which is incremented by one each time the source 

vehicle transmits a hello message 

 

 
Fig. 2: Hello Message Information. 

 

The (S_ID) and (M_ID) with each other form an identifier that de-

termines whether or not the message is new.The source vehicle runs 

a temporary device that lasts for a certain period and if the neighbor 

vehicle does not generate a response message during this period it 

resends hello message. 

Upon receipt of the neighbor's vehicle for hello message, it is cer-

tain whether the vehicle is moving in the same direction. The source 

vehicle sends the information with a response message containing 

information on the velocity of the neighbors' vehicle (N_V), the 

message Identifier (M_ID), the type of message (M_type), neighbor 

vehicle Identifier (N_ID) ,Latitude (Lat) ,Longitude (Long),and re-

quest or response time (Timestamp).figure 3 shows the response 

message. If they are not in the same direction in other words they 

move in the opposite direction, they do not send a response message 

and ignore the welcome message. The figure 4 shows the ad hoc 

region discovery phase. 

(MDORA) assists to for the availability of a distinctive characteris-

tic to know information about the direction of the vehicle, its loca-

tion, and the communication life time to select the vehicle at the 

next. 
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Fig. 3: Response Message Information. 

 

Distance factor (Distf) Through this factor, the vehicle will be cho-

sen when the next hop is at the maximum distance towards the des-

tination.The distance between the source vehicle and the destination 

vehicle will be calculated by the following equation [12]: 

 

Distf =                                     (1) 

Where 

(S, D): the distance between source and destination 

(S, n): the distance between source and neighbor 

(n, D): the distance between neighbor and destination 

The communication lifetime factor (CLTf), this parameter deter-

mines how long the vehicle lasts within the radio range forwarder, 

and Which is the main factor on which the next jump depends. At 

end of the communication life time, the vehicle will be separated 

from the adjoining vehicle .the supposed to be pair of nodes h, z 

from one to another transit go meant through m, organizes (xh, yh) 

and ( xz, yz). Likewise, let vh and vz be the speeds of vehicles h 

and z, individually .The communication lifetime is calculated by the 

following equation [12]: 

 

CLTf =                                           (2) 

 

Where 

 

a=vh-vz, b=xh-xz, c=yh-yz  

 

Upon completion of an account, the source vehicle creates a Neigh-

bor_table containing information and identification of the neighbor 

vehicle. Through this table the next vehicle will be selected at the 

top Distf. Finally, you update the routing table through source ve-

hicle and move to the next hop vehicle. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Detection and Path Creation Stage. 

3.2.2. Data transfer stage 

Such stage [12], the maximum distance on-demand (MDORA) pro-

tocol begins a procedure with the present sending vehicle (c) to set 

up the directing way. The eq. (2) calculates the time at which con-

tact among nodes ends CLTf It symbolizes the contact time among 

nodes. The MDORA protocol checks the value of a cltf for the du-

ration of the next jump node within the scope of the connection 

through a table for the adjacent node Also, another scale (CLTf -

threshold) is added, which sets the minimum basic time for data 

transfer, which is the base time required for the information trans-

mission process. The utilized for assess the cltf of the following 

bounce node. On the off chance that CLTf of the following bounce 

vehicle is more prominent or equivalent to (CLTf_Threshold), at 

that point the present vehicle begins sending the parcel to the fol-

lowing next hop vehicle. Something else, if this condition does not 

accomplished, at that point the vehicle passage is expelled from the 

Neig_table, The next jump is set by setting new head node through 

neighbors table, the checking recurrence from CLTf. lastly, a com-

parison is made between the identifier of the next hop vehicle and 

the destination vehicle identifier. If the result of the comparison is 

equal, the steps of the algorithm end. If the results are not the same, 

the next hop vehicle will post welcome messages, beginning with 

the first phase of the discovery of the assigned area. The posting of 

hello messages is until you reach the destination vehicle as shown 

in the figure 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Data Transfer Stage. 

4. Execution assessments 

The following part, us perform the protocol performance and then 

show the results. 

4.1. Performance of the scenario 

The default environment is designed to study the first state as shown 

in Figure 6. For the design of this scenario Matlab was used. In sim-

ulations, scenarios can be achieved close to reality, giving the pos-

sibility of changing the accelerate, decelerate and direction at the 

simulation environment. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Simulation Environments in First State 

4.2. Result analysis 

The maximum distance on demand (MDORA) routing protocol will 

evaluate performance through simulation, By generating a few 
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packets (5 packets/s) and using a small packet size (512 bytes). Ta-

ble 1 shows Table 1 shows changeable feature applied in the pre-

sented assignment. 
Table 1: Changeable Feature 

 
 

The figure 7 shows the packet delivery ratio in the first state. The 

PDR can be defined as the ratio between the data generated in the 

source node and the amount of data received in the destination node. 

In MDORA protocol, the largest number of packets reaches the des-

tination node, because they are less likely to fail as the path is found 

towards the destination node. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Packet Delivery Ratios in First State. 

 

The figure 8 shows the end to end delay in the network Packet De-

livery Ratios in the first state. The delay can be defined as the dif-

ference between the time the package was sent from the source node 

and the time when it received the destination node package. The 

algorithm delivers packets to the destination with the lowest num-

ber of hops. The delay is measured in milliseconds. 

 

 
Fig. 8: End to End, Delay in First State. 

 

The figure 9 shows the communication overhead of the network in 

the first state. communication overhead It can be defined as a num-

ber (message hello, response message) sent by routing protocols to 

create and maintain paths between vehicles. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Communications Overhead in First State. 

 

To show new results in second state different from the first results 

in first state are changing nodes sites and generate a contract in ran-

dom places different from sites in the first state,in order to show 

new results by simulation Matlab, the simulation environment in 

the second state appears in Fig.10. The result of simulations second 

state appear in fig.11 packet delivery ratio, end to end delay in 

fig.12 ,communication overhead in fig.13. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Simulation Environments in Second State. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Packet Delivery Ratio in Second State. 
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Fig. 12: End to End, Delay in Second State. 

 

 
Fig. 13: Communications Overhead in Second State. 

 

Also, when the time unit value changes, the value of the dropped 

packets changes as shown in table 2 and fig.14. 

 
Table 2: N Number of Dropped Packets Verses Life Time 

Dropped packet due to 
path break 

Dropped packet due to packet 
life time 

Time 
unit 

- 1367 0.001 

- 1404 0.005 

- 1346 0.01 
1 1382 0.05 

- 1350 0.1 

 

 
Fig. 14: Dropped Packet Ratios. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, the (MDORA) adopted the ideal way to deliver data 

from end to end delay in VANET environments. This action is 

unique because it is a new one that works in the direction, commu-

nication life time then distance, to guide data to the best path by 

selecting the best vehicle for the next hop. The proposed routing 

algorithm (MDORA) depends on hop by hop, the advantage of this 

algorithm is that it chooses the best track with the lowest number of 

hops on the maximum distance so as to minimize overhead. Simu-

lation results appear in first state terms of end to end delay, packet 

delivery ratio and communication overhead .The distribution of 

nodes in the simulated environment was altered by generating 

nodes at random locations that differed from their positions in the 

first state to show new results in second state different from the first 

results in terms of end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, life-time 

communication. In addition to changing time unit value to see the 

value of the dropped packets. 
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